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STUDIO JETS
DISPLAY BOLD

Landing upon Palm Desert runways only to then jaunt to Maui

Gourmet kibble ﬂambé, yum!
DECK ROMAN

Starlet
DISPLAY ITALIC

DISPLAY bold

Professional quadruped

Purebred Borzoi

DECK ROMAN

DISPLAY BOLD ITALIC

From showdog to glitterati in twelve easy steps

POUND
DECK BOLD

DISPLAy roman

Hollywood hills in 36 bungalos

Discovered in 1985

DECK BOLD

DISPLAY italic

RETIRED AFTER 2nd LITTER, SAVE THE OCCASIONAL VOICEOVER
DECK ROMAN

Transylvanian punchcutter Nicholas Kis cut a leading figure in 18th century Amsterdam. Series of his matrices
surviveed at the Ehrhardt typefoundry. From these Chauncey Griffith at Mergenthaler cut the Janson series in
1936. Morison at Monotype followed with Ehrhardt. David Berlow takes full advantage of current techniques to
produce these splendid and adventurous display series to complement one of the great oldstyle texts; fb 2007
28 Styles: Light, regular, semibold, and bold in normal, condensed, extra condensed, and compressed widths.
black and ultra in normal width and italics in normal and compressed widths
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TEXT thin AND SMALL CAPS with italics and regular 9.5 point

Grumpy wizard maDe toxic brew of
the evil queens & jacks. Lazy moVers quit
hard packing of the jewelry boxes. Back at my
quaint gardens: jaunty zinnias vied with flaunt
phlox. Harken, 87,346 toxic jungle water vipers
quietly drop on zebras for meals? New farmers
hand (picking just sixty quince) proves strong
but laziest. For just $65.10, jolly housewives made
“inexpensive” meals using the quick-frozen vegetables.
Jaded zombies acted quaintly but kept driving
their 312 oxen afore. At my grand prix, J. Blatz
was equally villified for his funky ways. Mine
grandfather spent his day quickly carving wax
buzzers, mostly from junk. When we go back
to Juarez, in Mexico, will we fly over the
picturesque Arizona? Some murky haze did
envelope a city as jarring quakes broke seventy windows. Please pack my box with fifty dozen liquor jugs. Can Major Douglass be expectTEXT light AND SMALL CAPS with italics and bold 9.5 point

Grumpy wizardS maDe toxic brewS
FOR The evil queen & jacks. Lazy moVers
quit hard packing of the jewelry boxes. Back
at my quaint garden: jaunty zinnias vie with
flaunting phlox. Hark, 8,346 toxic jungle water
vipers quietly drop onto the zebras for meals?
New farm hand (picking just sixteen quince)
proves strong but lazy. For just $65, jolly house
wives made “inexpensive” meals using some quick
frozen vegetables. Jaded zombies acted quaintly
but kept driving their 32 oxen forward. At my
grand prix, J. Blatzen was equally villified
for his funky ways. My grandfather spent his
day quickly carving waxy buzzards, most from
junk. When we go back Juarez, Mexico, we
fly over picturesque Arizona? Some murk
haze enveloped a city while jarring quakes did
break forty-six windows. Please don’t pack my
box with fifteen dozen liquor jugs. Can Major
Douglassy be expected to take his true/false
quiz soon? A mad boxer shot yet another quick

TEXT roman AND SMALL CAPS with italics and bold 9.5 point

Grumpy wizards make toxic brewS
fOR the evil queens & jackS. Lazy mover
quit hard packing of the jewelry boxes. Back
at my quaint garden: jaunty zinnias vie with
flaunting phlox. Hark, may 87,346 toxic jungle
water vipers quietly drop on zebra for meals?
New farm hand (picking just sixteen quinces)
proves strong but lazy. For just $65, jolly house
wives made “inexpensive” meals using copious
quick-frozen vegetables. Jaded zombies did not
act quaintly and kept driving their 3,120 oxen
forward. At my grand prix, J. Blatz was equal
villified for his funkier ways. My grandfather
spent his days carving waxy buzzards, mostly
from junk. When we do go back to Juarez,
Mexico, will we fly above a picturesque
Arizona? Some murky haze enveloped a city
as jarring quakes broke forty-seven windows.
Please pack a box with five dozen liquor jugs
TEXT bold and SMALL CAPS with italics 9.5 point

Grumpy wizardS maDe toxic brie
FOR The evil queen & jacks. LazIEST
movers quit hard packing of these jewelry
boxes. Back at my quaint gardens: jauntier
zinnias vie with the flaunting phlox. Hark,
81,346 toxic jungle water vipers do quietly
drop on zebras for meals? New farm hand
(picking just sixty quince) proves strong
but lazy. For just $65, jolly housewife made
“expensive” meals using some quick-frozen
vegetables. Jaded zombies did act quaintly
but kept driving their 3,296 oxen forward.
At my grand prix, J. Blatz was equally vile
for his funky ways. My grandfathers spent
their days quickly carving waxy buzzards,
mostly from a junk. When we go back to
Juarez, Mexico, will we fly over top a
picturesque Arizona? Some murky hazes
enveloped the city as jarring quakes broke
forty-eight windows. Please don't pack my
box with fifteen dozen liquor jugs. Can M.
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